
IMAGINARY  
and t he

MATH COMMUNICATION  
NET WORK

The general public’s interest in mathematics is  
gaining momentum. The resources and offers  
regarding math communication, math exhibitions, 
and math museums has seen a tremendous growth 
worldwide in the last few years. IMAGINARY,  
a platform initiated by the Mathematisches  
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach in Germany, is one 
such example of a math outreach initiative. Along 
other outreach activities, we offer our available  
resources in order to build a network, that links all  
open math communication projects around  
the world. 

Math museums and science museums with good mathematical collections.  
Is your museum there?

I M A G I N A R Y
IMAGINARY is an open repository of exhibits and resources for communicating 
mathematics. It began in 2008 with the exhibition “IMAGINARY– through the eyes 
of mathematics”, that contains galleries of images, films and computer programs for 
visualizing geometry. This exhibition was developed by professional mathematicians 
and displays ideas close to actual research, while offering a beautiful, simple, inter-
active and fun approach. A second exhibition “Mathematics of Planet Earth” was 
created in 2013 around the theme of the applications of mathematics to modeling 
and understanding our planet.

Surfer Morenaments Sphere of Earth 

Copy and share the exhibition

All material is available under open licenses. The exhibition can be copied, transla-
ted and adapted to a broad audience and easily adapted to different environments. 
Thanks to its open license approach, the exhibitions of IMAGINARY have been 
displayed in more than 125 cities in 29 countries and attracted over a million  
visitors. It has been displayed at universities, science museums, town halls, shopping 
malls, banks, art galleries, schools … Anybody can design own math exhibitions.  
In particular, museums are an ideal place for this. 

Visit www.imaginary.org. To set up your own  
exhibition, contact us at info@imaginary.org.

Math Communication Network
There are dozens of extraordinary projects around the world that bring the beauty  
of mathematics closer to the general public, and each one of these has very valuable 
experience worthwhile to be shared.
It is the opportune moment to build and link an open community of mathematics  
communicators. Math and science museums, traveling exhibitions, individuals  
devoted to the dispersion of mathematics – all these agents are not competitors,  
but rather provide outreach services that can benefit from an active exchange of  
experiences, opinions, and strategies.

We propose a math communication network, open to all professionals of math  
dissemination. Its goals will be:
 » To increase the awareness of mathematics in society, in particular from science  
museums and exhibitions.

 » To create a community of individuals and societies committed to the promotion  
of mathematics.

 » To foster the exchange of knowledge, designs and experience between nodes  
of the network.

Calling all math outreach 
enthusiasts!

 
You are invited to attend the first MATRIX 
(Mathematics Awareness, Training, Resource, & 
Information Exchange) conference, to be held 
2014 Sept 18 - 20 in Dresden, Germany.
 
Attendees are expected to include representatives 
from math museums around the world; those who 
design/create/operate math exhibits; and those 
who perform math outreach or deliver math 
programming designed for a popular audience.
 
The immediate goal of the conference is to share 
ideas, experiences, and best practices.  Ultimately, 
however, the goal is to help improve public 
perception of and engagement with mathematics.

For information about presenting or attending, 
please email matrix@momath.org.

Conference jointly organized by the National Museum of 
Mathematics and Mathematics Adventureland, Dresden.
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Join the network, build the network

A community of math dissemination already exists. IMAGINARY can offer the 
technical and human infrastructure needed, in order to establish further links in this 
network. So far, we are developing:

 » A list of math communicators, math museums and science museums with significant 
collections on mathematics.

 » A newsletter with conferences, new museums and publications and events of  
interest for professional communicators.

 » A calendar, with automatic event feed from partners of the network, promoting 
events of interest for the general public.

If you wish to become part of this network, you can join our activities or also  
propose the next services to be implemented. We want everyone to form an integral 
part of the planning and implementation process of this new network. 

 
Visit www.imaginary.org/network and contact us 
at network@imaginary.org to join the network.

COEX1 
59 Samseong 1(il)-dong 
Gangnam-gu 
Seoul, South Korea

Opening Hours:  
Daily from 9:30 am  
to 8 pm

NIMS 
IMAGINARY

IMAGINARY is an interactive mathematics exhibition and 
open platform for mathematical exhibits. It was shown more  
than 120 exhibitions in 25 countries and attracted over  
1 million visitors worldwide. IMAGINARY presents visuali-
zations, interactive installations, virtual realities, 3D objects 
and their theoretical background in an attracting and  
understandable manner. Visitors are invited to interact with 
the exhibits and create their own mathematical artwork. 
Mathematical insights will be given by demonstrators for  
all audiences. 
A unique science & arts experience, entry and tours are 
free! For the first time in Korea!

13th—21st
August 2014

Seoul

imaginary.org/nims

8. 3. — 17. 03. 2010 
Monday — Saturday 
10 :00 —17:00 *

Isaac Newton Institute  
20 Clarkson Road  
Cambridge

* Extended Opening Hours:
Thursday 11th: 10:00 — 20:00
Sunday 17th: 14:00 — 17:00

Spiral Spheres  x²+z² = y³(1−y)³

I  is an interactive travelling exhibition by the 
Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach. It pre-
sents visualizations, interactive installations, virtual reali-
ties, 3D objects and their theoretical background in alge-
braic geometry and singularity theory in an attracting and 
understandable manner. Visitors are invited to interact with 
the exhibits and create their own mathematical artwork. In-
sights into the theoretical background will be given by de-
monstrators for all audiences. A unique science  
& arts experience, entry and tours are free!

Spiral Spheres
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The succesfull interactive  
mathematics exhibition now in Korea

Presented by the National Institute of Mathematical  
Sciences (NIMS) in collaboration with the ICM committee and  
the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO).

Spiral Spheres
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African Institute for 
Mathematical Sciences – 
South Africa
6–7 Melrose place
Muizenberg 7745,  
Cape Town, South Africa

Concerted global efforts need to be made with 
peers in Africa to promote maths and science. The 
goal of this workshop-exhibition is to showcase  
interactive mathematics learning tools and jointly 
plan future activities. 

This event will be highly interactive and participative.  
It will include short presentations, working sessions 

on special activities, and on-going exhibitions to  
experience interactive mathematics and hands-on 
modules.

To be involved and register visit:  
www.imaginary.org/aims

AIMS-IMAGINARY
Maths Communication in Afr ica

Workshop & Exhibit ion

A workshop-exhibition to share ideas and plan future scientific 
and educational public engagement/outreach activities with 
peers in Africa on maths communication. Organized by the 
African Institute for Mathematical Sciences – Next Einstein  
Initiative (AIMS-NEI), IMAGINARY and the Mathematisches 
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach.

5th — 7th 
Nov. 2014 
Cape Town

www.aims.ac.za
www.imaginary.org
www.mfo.de
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